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Hello everyone,
Kindness is contagious.

2020

We are living in an unprecedented time with constant change, confusion and personal challenges as we face

DIARY DATES the impact of COVID-19. Amongst all the important information and updates I’ve been viewing and reading,
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the other day I read the simple statement, ‘kindness is contagious.’ It brought a smile to my face and a
sense of calmness. I am so proud that our school community recently chose ‘kindness’ as one of our new
school values. Now is the time to be spreading kindness.

Parent interviews The health and wellbeing of our students, staff and school community is our priority and I want to assure
you that we are implementing all the directions we have been receiving from the Department. As a whole
via phone
school we are constantly teaching and practising:

APRIL
Thursday 9th

handwashing with soap and hand sanitizer
sneezing and coughing into the elbow
social distancing of at least 1.5 metres
avoiding touching own faces

School finishes The cleaning of our school has increased and as a precautionary measure we ask all parents and community
2.10pm
members to please drop off and pick up students at the gate. It is important that students do not attend
Fri 10th

school if they are unwell, to prevent the spread of all illnesses.

Good Friday

The school is open and will continue to remain open until we are notified otherwise. Parents can choose to
keep their child at home or to attend school. Your child can attend school as normal unless they have:



flu-like systems, a fever or ongoing cough (or are otherwise sick)



just arrived in Australia and have to self-isolate for 14 days or

been diagnosed with COVID-19 or have had close contact with a confirmed case of COVID-19.
We continue to offer a quality education for our students at school and have been proactive in sending
‘home-learning packs’ home with each child in the event they do not attend school. There are a couple of
useful resources you might like to look at to keep you informed about coronavirus:
•
SA Health’s COVID-19 website explains more about the virus and how you should respond:
www.sahealth.sa.gov.au/COVID2019.
•
The Department for Education website has a detailed Q&A which may answer some of your schoolrelated questions.
Regrettably, we have cancelled all Playcentre sessions indefinitely, and postponed some of our school
events. Our SRC trading table, which was to be held on Good Friday has been cancelled. The students did
have a wonderful Harmony Day learning about and celebrating diversity and belonging. Even though our
Beach Sports Day was cancelled we made the most of last Friday with some fun races on the front lawn.
Students have been learning about place value in Maths, catastrophe and five
point scale in Health, the states of Australia in HASS, properties of materials
in Technology and Science and the structure of narratives and retells in
reading. Students have been very focussed on their learning and plenty of
fist pumping and air high-fives have happened! This gorgeous butterfly was
drawn by Georgie, and was inspired by one she saw on her walk with her mum.
Many people are going through a tough time at the moment, so let’s help each
other by looking for beauty in the world and spreading kindness.
Thank you to all parents and community members for your support and understanding at this challenging
time. Stay well everyone.
Best wishes, Lisa Masters

Team Work

Respect

Kindness

Resilience

Even though our Beach Sports Day was cancelled
we made the most of last Friday with some fun
races on the front lawn.

ALISON’S PAGE:
Week 9 and I am very impressed by the enthusiasm of the students to
wash their hands during these present times. I was “told off” by a 5
year old for not doing it correctly, and they have been very diligent at washing and
staying their distance from each other—harder for some more than others!
Harmony Day: was celebrated on Friday 13th March. I had a chat with the children and
explained about diversity and differences using beanie kids—which are different but all
beanie kids underneath! They did harmony day colouring and word searches and then
went outside to make the word harmony using things outside (nature play), which they
loved doing.

Playcentre: Celebrated Harmony Day too with the theme of belonging
to Family. They made a “family” tree out of their hands, drew their
family and got to dress up in orange. It all proved too much for some!

Kindness Rocks: I have heard that one of our Kindness Rocks has been
left at the equator in Kenya! Wow! Thank you to Lauren Fitzgerald
for sharing this with us.
THOUGHT FOR THE DAY:
Life’s Protective 3—Be brave, be grateful, be hopeful.
Be Brave– You can handle whatever challenges come your way.
Be Grateful- for nature, for the simple things, for friends and smiles.
Be Hopeful—things change, nothing stays the same.

Til the next time…

David Walliams has confirmed he will be releasing a free audio story
each day for the next 30 days to help keep children entertained amid the
coronavirus lockdown.
David Walliams’s audio stories will be released daily at 11am at
bit.ly/AudioElevenses

WOW
Word

of the

Week

Required - officially compulsory, or otherwise
considered essential; indispensable.

Thank you to Janet Shepherd for
organising the Bakery Fundraiser and
to everyone who supported it.

PORT NEILL
BOOK CLUB
Cancelled until further notice

1.

What has to be broken before you can use it?

2.

What word is spelled wrong in the dictionary

3.

I am an odd number. Take away a letter and I become even. What number am I?

4.

How old is your son? asked a man to his neighbour. My son is five times as old as my daughter
and my wife is five times as old as my son. Iam twice as old as my wife whereas my grandmother, who is celebrating her eighty-first birthday is as old as all of us put together. How old is the
man's son?

5.

You live in a one storey house made entirely of redwood. What colour would the stairs be?

6.

What's the least number of chairs you would need around a table to sit four fathers, two
grandfathers, and four sons?

Any noise annoys an oyster but a noisy noise annoys an oyster more.
If a black bug bleeds black blood, what colour blood does a blue bug bleed?
If two witches were watching two watches: which witch would watch which watch?
Rory’s lawn rake rarely rakes really right.
She sold six shabby sheared sheep on ship.
Mix a box of mixed biscuits with a boxed biscuit mixer.
If you notice this notice, you will notice that this notice is not worth noticing
AMAZING

Four. The four fathers could be grandfathers and
are definitely sons already

6.

WHAT STAIRS? You live In a one storey
house

5.

The son is 5

4.

Seven

3.

Wrong

2.

an egg

1.

ANSWERS TO RIDDLES

